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Abstract

Motion estimation from confocal scanning laser micro-
scope images of growing plant cell structures presents in-
teresting challenges; motion exhibits multiple local discon-
tinuities and noise is non-isotropic and non-Gaussian. A
method is presented for estimating motion of cell networks
based on a physically motivated, part-based model of cell
boundary structure. Each part models the shape and ap-
pearance of a localised image region and can undergo con-
strained non-rigid deformation. This enables motion dis-
continuities between parts to be modelled. Parts are cou-
pled in order to improve localisation and increase compu-
tational efficiency. Results from applying MCMC show ac-
curate localisation of the structure across multiple frames.
The form of the model assists biologists in interpreting
growth.

1. Introduction

Confocal scanning laser microscopy (CSLM) imaging of
cellular structures can be used to obtain high resolution im-
ages of live plant tissue such as Fig. 1. Furthermore, spe-
cific cell components can be investigated by using differ-
ent chemical or genetic markers[6]. Automated quantitative
analysis of such images is challenging due to multiple, com-
plex neighbouring motions and highly non-Gaussian noise,
amongst other factors. This paper develops a physically
motivated, part-based registration method to describe the
highly coupled motion of plant cell networks and provides a
description of growth that is easily interpreted by biologists.

Previous work on automatic estimation of growth in
plant tissue from CSLM images has focussed on optical
flow methods [2]. It is well known that motion constraints
are necessary in order to perform motion estimation. In par-
ticular, brightness constancy and motion smoothness con-
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straints are often adopted to make the problem well posed.
A significant body of work directly addresses the formula-
tion of non-local constraints on optical flow fields. The per-
formance of some of these methods has been directly com-
pared [1, 5]. Whilst smoothness priors can help increase
accuracy and reduce ambiguity, smoothing over motion dis-
continuities is undesirable. Methods based on robust esti-
mation and piecewise smoothing can partly overcome such
drawbacks [3] and the authors have applied such fig:robusta
method to plant root image sequences (see Fig .2). These
approaches can be extended further by allowing smoothing
to depend upon the image structure. However, it has proven
difficult to obtain accurate cell growth measurements using
such general purpose optical flow methods. Furthermore,
the description of motion thus obtained is not at an appro-
priate level of abstraction for biologists. Instead, a more
application-specific model is proposed for accurate, effi-
cient motion estimation. Cell networks are modelled by de-
composition into multiple, coupled deformable templates.
Joint inference of the motion of these parts is performed.
This approach is similar to that of deformable templates as
used for tracking by several authors, e.g. [4]. However, the
method presented here is novel because of (i) the highly
coupled nature of the cellular network model and (ii) the
likelihood model which uses a non-Gaussian noise distribu-
tion and mixture model for appearance prediction.

Currently, the growth of cells within plant roots and the
motion of organelles within cells is not well understood. An
accurate, quantitative motion estimation method would fa-
cilitate control experiments to investigate the effects of ge-
netic manipulation, imaging set-up and growth conditions
[2]. The system described here is applied to Arabidopsis
thaliana roots that have been altered to express green flu-
orescent protein (GFP) in either the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) or the plasma membrane (PM). Visually, both of these
markers delineate cell ‘boundaries’. Estimating cell motion
and growth using the ER marker is challenging since other
complex motions are also apparent. Automatic detection of
cell boundaries is complicated by blurring in depth, leading
to boundaries from other layers being visible, and signifi-
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Figure 1. A confocal scan through a transgenic (GFP-ER) Arabidopsis thaliana root.

cant clutter in the case of ER datasets. This work therefore
relies upon manual identification of trackable boundaries.
In the future, better markers will make automatic initialisa-
tion easier.

Fig. 1 shows a CSLM image from a time-depth se-
quence. It was acquired on a Leica SP1 with a 20X objec-
tive at normal scan speed resulting in images with a resolu-
tion of 1024 × 1024. Confocal microscopes acquire slices
in depth sequentially. Since the length of time to acquire
adequate scans in depth is quite large, there is significant
growth over the course of scanning in depth. Therefore, the
data cannot be treated as instantaneously acquired volumes.
This paper focuses on estimating the in-plane 2D motion
and defers the registration of slices to obtain 3D motion to
later work. Sequences used here had minimal motion in
depth. The time interval between acquisition of images at
the same depth is relatively large and inter-frame motion
is correspondingly large (≈ 7 pixels) making motion esti-
mation challenging. In the portion of root being studied,
expansion is ≈ 1/70 pixels. At the resolution used, a visual
boundary in the cell network actually corresponds to mul-
tiple cell boundaries and therefore multiple motions of in-
terest are present at the single pixel level. The linear nature
of cell boundaries and their lack of persistent texture mean
that local motion can only be accurately measured normal
to a boundary.

One of the difficulties in accurately establishing corre-
spondence in CSLM images is the complex form of the im-
age noise as shown in Fig. 3. The quantiles of the empiri-
cal distribution of noise in the intensity channel (from fast
successive scans of the same root portion) are aligned with
the quantiles of the normal distribution. If the noise was
Gaussian this plot would be a straight line. In fact, three
components can be identified: a central linear segment cor-
responding to approximately Gaussian sensor noise, a linear
segment corresponding to approximately Gaussian biologi-
cal variation (perhaps due to small scale motion of proteins)
and large outliers in the tails.

Figure 2. Horizontal flow estimated from GFP-
ER images using a robust method [3] (default
parameters, smoothing level 2).
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Figure 3. Normal quantile-quantile plot for
pixel noise which is clearly non-Gaussian.

2. Method

Motion estimation is formulated here in a Bayesian gen-
erative probabilistic framework. This allows shape and mo-
tion priors to be incorporated explicitly and enables mo-
tion uncertainty, which is often significant and has a non-
trivial form, to be represented and incorporated into sub-
sequent stages of analysis. The following four subsec-
tions describe the method in terms of (i) a generative part-
based model (ii) prior constraints on its parameters, (iii) a
non-Gaussian likelihood model, and (iv) a Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) scheme for approximating the pos-
terior over model parameters.
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Figure 4. The distribution of acceleration par-
allel (horizontal) and orthogonal (vertical) to
the direction of motion.

2.1. Coupled Part-based Model

In order to accurately model the complex motion and
provide an easily interpretable description of growth, a gen-
erative part-based model is proposed. This paper only con-
siders cell boundaries and defers modelling of other com-
ponents such as cell nuclei to future work. Since individual
cell boundary segments cannot be strongly localised (the
aperture problem), a set of constraints must be adopted.
To understand the motivation for the constraints adopted
here consider Fig. 1 from which the following observations
can be made. (i) The shape of cell boundaries is smooth
and simple (often linear) between cell junctions. (ii) The
boundaries are not smooth at junction points. (iii) There
are no gaps between cells at this scale (due to internal cell
pressure). Therefore, the overall boundary structure is rep-
resented in terms of a deformable cellular network graph
with nodes encoding the positions, X , of junction points
and (directed) edges encoding boundary segment shapes as
Hermite cubics, H . Note that junction points and boundary
segments are shared between cells. As Fig. 6 shows, this
coupling of boundary segments enables good horizontal and
vertical localisation. A Hermite cubic is fully specified by
the positions of its two endpoints (nodes) and the derivatives
at these endpoints (cell boundary segment shape). Due to
lack of smoothness at junctions, the derivative parameters
for the edges are independent. The model, W , is speci-
fied by the concatenation of the node parameters, indexed
by i, and the edge parameters, indexed by j, over time, t:
W ≡ {Xi,t,Hj,t : 0 ≤ i < I; 0 ≤ j < J}. The task of
estimating growth (motion and shape change) is then that
of recovering the posterior distribution over the model pa-
rameters p(W |D) ∝ p(D|W )p(W ) given an ordered set of
images D ≡ {It(x, y) : 0 ≤ t < T}.

Figure 5. The ‘un-warped’ local appearance
of a cell boundary segment

2.2. Motion Constraints

Independent dynamic priors on node parameters and
boundary segment shape parameters were used. More
specifically, in order to establish a suitable node motion
prior, correspondence was manually established over time
for sets of cell junction points. Fig. 4 shows the distribu-
tion of acceleration of these points in a co-ordinate sys-
tem with accelerations parallel and orthogonal to the ve-
locity. This distribution is well approximated as an uncor-
related zero-mean Gaussian with larger expected accelera-
tions parallel to the velocity (σ ≈ 2pix.s−2) than orthog-
onal to it (σ ≈ 1pix.s−2). A zero-mean Gaussian prior
on inter-frame boundary segment shape change was em-
ployed (σ = 0.2). Finally, to increase sampling efficiency, a
uniform prior [−5%, 10%] over segment length change was
employed.

2.3. Likelihood

The likelihood was formed by comparing the local ap-
pearance around hypothesised boundary segments to the
manually initialised network. Pixel-wise independence
given the model was assumed. To determine the likelihood
of a single pixel It(x, y), the closest boundary segment,
c, the distance along that segment, l, and the distance to
that segment, d were determined (via optimisation). Using
these parameters, the intensity in the manually initialised
network, I0(c, l, d), was determined using nearest neigh-
bour matching. Since we only want to specify the local
appearance, the distance to the curve must be considered.
Rather than matching all the points uniformly within some
distance dmax, the distribution for each pixel was modelled
as a mixture of an informative distribution (from the manu-
ally initialised appearance) and a non-informative uniform
distribution, U(0, 1):

p(It(x, y)|W ) = α(d)p(It(x, y)|I0(c, l, d))+(1−α(d))U(0, 1)

The mixing parameter α(d) takes the form of a linear
drop-off with distance up to a maximum of dmax = 10
pixels from the curve. For the informative distribution,
p(It(x, y)|I0(l, d;x, y), a mixture of two Gaussians and a
uniform distribution is used with parameters corresponding
to the findings described in Fig. 3.
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Figure 6. A log likelihood projection over
translation (30 × 30) for a single cell model.

2.4. Estimation

MCMC was used to approximate the posterior. A
component-wise Metropolis acceptance kernel was used to
generate zero-mean Gaussian acceleration hypotheses (σ =
1pix.s−2), node position changes (σ = 1pix) and shape
changes (σ = 0.2). Sampling an acceleration variable that
effects node positions at all times greatly increased the ef-
ficiency. The chain was run for 5000 iterations (taking ≈ 5
min. on a 2.4GHz PC). The acceptance rate was relatively
low (≈ 10%).

3. Results

Fig. 7 shows the difference between the most probable
cell network synthesis and the last scan of a sequence with
6 frames (elapsed time ≈ 10 min). The manually initialised
network is also shown. It can be seen that most bound-
aries are well localised. The poorest localisation was for cell
walls for which the appearance had changed or whose ap-
pearance was less easily discriminated from the background
(e.g. the blurred boundary segment at the bottom left of
Fig. 7). If one inspects the expectation of cell boundary
lengths over time a weak linear growth is observed. Fur-
thermore, the uncertainty in cell length increases with time.
A likely reason for this is appearance change.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

The coupled, part-based model described here allows
for efficient, accurate estimation of root growth and pro-
vides a parameterisation that eases further analysis. The
primary limitation of the method was the non-adaptive ap-
pearance model. The method will be extended to use a
latent appearance model (allowing mosaicing and super-
resolution/denoising). Extending this to a 3D latent appear-
ance model would allow for modelling of the point spread

Figure 7. Top: manually initialised cell net-
work. Bottom: difference between I5 and
synthesis of the most probable cell network.

convolution, attenuation, motion in depth and registration in
depth.
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